IMPROVEMENTS
Hull

Our target was design a boat with the best all-round performance still having excellent seaworthiness: the logical
result was a hull-shape with a wave piercing bow transitioning to high volume flat stern plus the lateral chines
leading to a sensitive dynamic stability gain. This allowed
a waterline width reduction with less pitch and better
pace against the waves. Increased stability allows you
to concentrate on rowing act without worrying too much
on the balance of the boat, dealing easily with rough
seas from all directions.

Hull structure

The boat is built using symmetrical shells glued structurally along the centerline, allowing good repeatability
and quality control but mainly a greater local and global rigidity which translates as better power transmission
and reactivity. This particular construction technique,
while remaining inside rule weight limits, it is also more
durable, ensuring competitiveness of the boat for many
years to follow despite heavy duty use.
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Safety

Many times seaworthiness has been compromised by
performances and this looks the current trend. Salani
accomplishment is to guarantee best of both thanks to
his design philosophy incorporating, just to say some,
features like three really watertight compartments, a super strong towing line tied to keel strongest point and at
the same time recessed on bow to be easily accessible
from cockpit.

Fittings

Fittings set up in the new Coastal Rowing series are the
same of olimpics boats. We talk about foot plates,
tracks, oarlocks and watertight door. The foots plate has
the strap belt on which are sewed soft seathes and an
easy release foot way in case of overturning.
Italian exclusive agent
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SINGLE SCULL - C1X
Lenght

GAMMA
COASTAL ROWING
Salani boats brings once again rowing world technology to new limits. The new Coastal Rowing Line
represents a new benchmark in research, design
and seaworthiness but also a new challenge for
our staff which is happy to join the Coastal Rowing
world with such a revolutionary boat.
The Coastal Boat has been designed after the inspiration of Marco Fabbi, coastal rower and several times Italian Goldmedalist, who knows any
aspects and mechanics of coastal boats, coupled with the great experience and know-how
of Leonardo and Elia Salani, owners of the yard.
Together they have transmitted all inputs needed
to Pinguin’s Luca Di Rosa who exploited his background in high tech racing sail boats to permit the
conception of this excellent boats.

		

Width
Weight

		
			

6,0 mt.
0,75 mt.
35 kg.

Series
		
- Carbon 100%
				- carbon+glass
				- ECOtech
Accordance
		
FISA Coastal Rowing
				regulations 2013

ECOtech

DOUBLE - C2X
Lenght
Width
Weight

		

7,5 mt.

			

1,0 mt.

			

60 kg.

Series
		
- Carbon 100%
				- Carbon+glass
				- ECOtech
Accordance
		
FISA Coastal Rowing
				regulations 2013

